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ABSTRACT: - Present generation of electronic design scenario demands low power architectures. In earlier days, power was secondary as the field was premature and main concerns of design engineers were size, throughput and cost. However trade off exists between the metrics namely, size, throughput, cost and power according to the famous design metric competition theory of VLSI systems wherein improving one deteriorates the other metric. The performance of any circuit is affected greatly by its components. Optimization of the design is accomplished by compromising design issues as well as components. With the ever-shrinking technology, especially below 90 nm, power dissipation and its management has been critical for the design engineers. Significance of optimization has been understood from the fact that how important it is to have an extended battery life and at the same time reducing the package cost. This paper presents a literature review upon the strategies and methodologies in designing low power VLSI systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Origin of Vacuum tube made an enormous impact on electronics industry but had certain deterrents like high power and hundreds of anode voltage [1]. Digital circuits make transistor operation simpler that allows devices to be perceived as switches. The invention of transistor was a ground-breaking step in microelectronics industry consuming few watts of power. This was the foundation stone for low power devices. The integration of abundant functions into a single chip and improvement in the performance of the circuits has led to contraction of feature size and resulted in the growth of power per unit area that in turn accompanied a necessity of heat removal and cooling system [2]. Low power is now a key term in VLSI domain. Three most important factors in today’s electronics industry to be optimized are area, power and performance. Previously, area, reliability, cost and performance was given utmost importance and power reduction was not considered a major factor. Requirement for low power has dramatically increased with remarkable growth in battery powered, complex functional devices like Personal Computers, wearable devices, smart phones, implantable medical instruments, multimedia portable devices that demand low power consumption and high speed computation. High power system exacerbates numerous silicon failures due to operation in high temperature [3]. Increase of 10°C in temperature, the component failure rate doubles. Some of the crucial design issues in the VLSI industry are thermal and electrical limits determination, impact cost, size, weight, battery size, components, heat sink and system packaging. Excessive power consumption is restricting factor in integrating more transistor on a single chip. With lesser power dissipation, less amount of heat is produced in the room, lower is the consumption of electricity and lesser requirement of heat removal equipment and thus impact on global environment is trimmed helping in saving environment. Low power strategies are application specific. Goal of micro powered, battery operated gadgets like cell phones, laptops is to increase the battery life, decreasing weight and cutting off packaging cost. Plastic packaging is used for the circuits with power level of 1-2W [4]. The goal of battery powered, high performance system alike tablets and laptops is reduction in power dissipation to half of total power consumption. The objective for high performance, non-battery operated devices, the achievement of reduced power dissipation with the maintenance of reliability. The paper is organized in the following manner. Section II explains major source of power dissipation. Low power design space has been detailed in the section III. Section IV elaborates power minimization techniques while section V and section VI explains CAD methodologies and power management strategies respectively. The paper concludes in section VII.
II. SOURCES OF POWER DISSIPATION

Power dissipation is the amount of power that is converted into heat and radiated away from the electrical system. Measurement of power dissipation is in watts. Three major sources of power dissipation in CMOS circuit are: i) Leakage current: It happens when input(s) and output(s) are stable i.e. not changing. ii) Short circuit current: It occurs when N-MOS and P-MOS of a CMOS circuit conduct simultaneously allowing current to flow directly from source to ground. iii) Logic transitions: Nodes in a digital CMOS circuits oscillates between two logic levels (0 and 1) that in turn charges and discharges the capacitance. This charging and discharging causes the current to flow from channel resistances of the transistor and phenomenon of power dissipation comes into picture. Leakage current falls under the category of static power dissipation while short circuit current and logic transitions are categorized under dynamic power dissipation [5]. Leakage current depends on fabrication technology that includes reverse bias current and sub-threshold current in parasitic diodes. The formation of the reverse bias current takes place between drain, source and bulk region in MOS transistors while sub-threshold current arises from the inversion charge existing at gate voltage below threshold voltage. If feature size is 1 micrometer then a diode leakage of 1 pico-A takes place. If a dc path is formed between supply rails and ground during input and output transition then short circuit current occurs. Short circuit current is referred to as crow bar current. For an inverter gate, crow bar current is proportional to gain of inverter gate, supply voltage cubic power, sub threshold voltage, operating frequency and as well as on input rise/fall time. During logic transitions capacitive loads are charged and discharged and thus causes power dissipation. In case of absence of load maximum short circuit current is observed that decreases as load is increased. Short circuit power consumption is less than 15% of dynamic power consumption if rise and fall time of input(s) and output(s) are equivalent. Exploitation of appropriate circuit and device designing techniques can help in bringing down the short circuit and leakage current. However charging and discharging of load capacitance dominates power consumption and is given by equation (1): \[ P = \frac{0.5CV_{dd}^2E(sw)}{f_{clk}} \] (1) Where C is the physical capacitance of the circuit, Vdd is the power supply, fclk is the clock frequency and E(sw) is the switching activity that describes average number of transitions per 1/fclk period. Total power is given in the equation (2) as: \[ P_{total} = P_{dynamic} + P_{static} + P_{shortcircuit} \] (2)

III. LOW POWER DESIGN SPACE

Low power can be accomplished by reducing one of the following factors:

1. Voltage: One of the best method for reduction of power in the circuits. Voltage and power relationship is described by following equation:
\[ P = V^2R \]
If V is reduced then power is also reduced. Now consider V as V/2 then a power reduction of one fourth is observed. Its effect is observed globally on the circuit. Designers often expend increased physical capacitance and data activity for reduced voltage. Although this design space has few disadvantages of lower speed and increased delay as Vdd approaches Vt.

2. Physical capacitance: Dynamic power dissipation is dependent on switching of physical capacitance. Determination of physical capacitance is arduous task before routing and mapping. Thus with complete information about placement, routing and mapping precision of estimation of capacitance is high. With lesser logic, shorter wires and smaller devices capacitance can be curtailed. An important factor while designing a circuit is interconnects capacitance. Interconnects affect chip area, power dissipation and delay thus during design processing interconnects shall be estimated. Calculation of interconnect capacitance is becomes easy after layout designing. Register sharing, extraction of common sub-functions and information about placement and routing helps in reducing interconnect capacitance.

3. Logic transitions: Logic transitions or switching activity influences dynamic power dissipation. In the absence of switching activity power dissipation is zero even on a chip having large number of capacitance. Logic transitions determines switching that has two components namely fclk and E(sw). fclk estimates the average period of data arrival while E(sw) determines number of transition each arrival generate.
IV. POWER MINIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

i) Reducing chip area and capacitances with techniques such as SOI (Silicon on insulator) with partially or fully depleted wells or by scaling CMOS to submicron device size. It is an efficient technique but financially too expensive.

ii) Advanced interconnect substrates like multi chip module MCM. It is highly efficient technique but cost heavily.

iii) Supply voltage scaling: It requires new fabrication technique and support circuits such as DC/DC converters and level converters for operation low voltage environment. It is a cheap technique but handling of signal to noise ratio is critical.

iv) Better design technique: Investment for the reduction of power by employing a better design technique is small and has a very high potential.

v) Appropriate power management strategies.

V. CAD METHODOLOGIES

EDA tools bolster power savings during implementation. Four level of abstraction are logic synthesis level, system level, physical design level and circuit level [7]. This is achieved at above various level of abstraction as mentioned below:

- **System level**: At system level design, the hardware modules that are inactive is turned off automatically in order to husband power. A designer can provide minimum supply voltages to modules and implant them with level converters. Thus utilization of this technique will cycle back the energy to save power.

- **Logic synthesis**: This level of abstraction fits between register transfer level and net-list of gate specification. Various techniques are employed for the transformation and optimization of RTL description depending upon input target implementation, delay model and objective functions. After the system level, architectural implementation and technological choices are made the switched capacitance of logic determines the power consumption. Physical design level: It fits between net-list gate specification and layout that depends on target design technology, packaging technology and objective functions. Numerous optimization technologies are used for partition, place, resize and route gate. Under zero delay model switching activity of gate is constant during layout optimization therefore to reduce the power decrease the load on high switching activity gate by appropriate net-list portioning, gate placement, gate and wire resizing.

- **Circuit level design**: This utilizes adiabatic switching principle where speed is traded for low power. Other techniques that are employed are based on self-timed circuits and are based on partial transfer of energy stored on a capacitance to a charge sharing capacitance. DC/DC level converters and energy efficient level converters are required for circuit level design power reduction.

VI. POWER MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Power management strategies play a key role in lowering the power dissipation in digital circuits. Some of the strategies that are discussed in this paper for power reduction are multiple threshold voltage, clock gating, multiple supply voltage, power gating, dynamic voltage scaling and substrate biasing [6]. Multiple threshold voltage: Threshold voltage is an important factor in the reducing of power. This method assist in reducing both dynamic and leakage power. Using different threshold voltage according to the mode of operation the goal is easily achieved. For leakage power reduction implantation of high threshold voltage is useful. During active mode of operation low threshold voltage is employed for accomplishing low power with high performance. As threshold voltage increases, subthreshold
current starts coming down with an increase in propagation delay of the gate. Thus leading to little penalties on speed and area. This is a very useful strategy for reduction of glitches power.

Multiple supply voltage: In this technology lower supply voltages and high supply voltage are implanted according to the modes of operation. Non critical path are employed with low supply voltage and higher supply voltage is used for critical paths. Higher supply voltage with critical path helps in attaining performance while lower supply voltage in non-critical path helps in accomplishing lower power dissipation. Each tier in a chip is parted into many grids. In these grids higher and lower voltages are fabricated depending upon operational mode. Multiple supply voltage is used in digital signal processors. It helps in achieving latency constraints in critical path. Some of the disadvantages with it are isolation requirement, little increment in the area and difficulty in testing [9]. Power gating: In power gating methodology a sleep transistor is introduced between actual ground and virtual ground when device is turned off in sleep mode in order to cut off leakage path. This technique cut short leakage power without impacting performance. Two types of power gating techniques are fine graining and coarse graining. Design architecture is more than clock gating technique. The disadvantage of this strategy is increased area and delay. Better power efficiency is an advantage of this technique.

Body biasing: Body biasing decreases power dissipation by enhancing threshold voltage of individual transistor thereby curtailing leakage current. Two most commonly used techniques are Swapped body biasing (SBB) and dynamic threshold voltage MOS biasing scheme. In SBB propagation delay is short. This technique tends to propose slight penalty on delay and area. RFID, biomedical devices and sensor networks are some example where body biasing is employed [10]. Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling: Most commonly used power management strategy. In this technique clock frequency is reduced causing a reduction in supply voltage. It has the ability to reduce power consumption of CMOS IC like modern computers and laptops. Voltage required depends upon the frequency at which it is clocked and thus if frequency is trimmed then voltage can be reduced. By this technique 34% of power is saved. The reduction in frequency increases speed, thus a biggest advantage of this technique. It also offers high performance. It is employed for microprocessors, multimedia interface system and battery powered electronic devices [8]. Clock gating: This technique reduces clock signal resulting in switching power reduction of flip flop. As feature size had shrink clock frequency of IC has increased thus power consumption takes place. Power dissipation is highest due to clock net as it has higher switching activity. In clock gating technique clock is stopped in parts of the circuits. Clock gating occupies large chip area. Some clock gating techniques are AND gate, NOR gate, Latched AND and latched NOR clock gating.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper various strategies and methodologies for reduction in power has been discussed. This paper has successfully reviewed the CAD methods for power optimization keeping pace with area, delay and performance. This work elaborates the need for low power VLSI circuits and suggests various design techniques currently in practice in microelectronics industry. This paper will help the designers to understand the basics of low power. The major design issues were briefly explained and presented for better clarity to anyone looking to grasp good knowledge about the subject.
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